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Abstract
This document provides and overview of the function registry Recommendation (REC) for the function registry.  It does not address the specifications of the syntax used to express the function registry.  They have been published as a separate Recommendation to facilitate comprehension of the function registry.  This overview explains the materials that constitute the function registry REC and it addresses the specific requirements that need to be met by proposed recommendations.
Status
Circulation of this Recommendation is unrestricted.  Recipients are invited to submit comments to formula-feedback@xbrl.org, and to submit notification of any relevant patent rights of which they are aware and to provide supporting documentation.
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Function Registry Candidate Recommendation Overview, 2008-12-31
Introduction
This document provides an overview of the Release (REC).  It describes the various materials included in the REC by the Formula Working Group (FWG).  Along with the function registry itself and related documents provided with this candidate recommendation, this overview addresses the specific requirements that need to be met by candidate recommendations.
This REC covers the functions contained in the function registry, not the specifications of the syntax used to express the function registry.  Those specifications are not intended to be recommendations but are published as Public Working Drafts to ensure access to the information necessary to correctly interpret and work with the function registry.
Each function definition in the registry has its own conformance suite.  These conformance suites form part of the registry itself.
This REC includes:
	This overview;
	The registry of function definitions, a single XML file; and

A directory containing each function definition file (they constitute entries in the function registry), along with the conformance suite summary file for that function definition and the set of files comprising the conformance suite itself for that function definition.
The function registry document provides links to each function definition.  Each function definition, in turn, provides links to the relevant conformance suite summary.  Each conformance suite summary provides links to the files that constitute the relevant conformance suite.  This facilitates analysis of the function registry materials using an XSLT 1.0 enabled  web browser or other software.
Relationship to existing international standards and related work outside of XBRL International
The functions in the function registry simplify the XPath expressions that would otherwise be required to express XBRL formulae and business rules.
They fall into three categories:
	Those simplifying access to information in XBRL instances (mostly derived from a 2007 XBRL Function Specification Public Working Draft [XBRLFUNC]);

Those providing access to information contained in the Discoverable Taxonomy Set supporting an XBRL instance (largely supporting and simplifying the design of filters such as the concept filters and dimension filters); and
Those providing convenience for operations on values with data types such as the one allowing the union of date and dateTime to be used to represent moments in time.
This approach, of extending the standard Xquery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 functions with extension functions that encapsulate otherwise complicated XPath and Xquery logic, has been anticipated by the Xquery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Function specification [XFUNC] which includes an appendix of suggested extension functions defined in an example function namespace.
This approach of adding to the expressive power of XPath 2.0 [XPATH2] and XQuery 1.0 [XQUERY] has been adopted by many Xquery/XPath 2.0 implementations including (only listing a selection of open source implementations):
	The Saxon XSLT and XQuery processor (http://sourceforge.net/projects/saxon)

The Oracle Berkeley XML database (http://www.oracle.com/database/berkeley-db/xml/index.html) and
The eXist XML database (http://exist-db.org/)
Moreover, many XQuery/XSLT processors allow users to extend the set of custom functions, beyond the set provided as a part of the base application.  The XBRL function registry defines a set of extension functions that users of XBRL will find useful to have available when working with XQuery and XSLT processors.
Dependencies with other working groups
There are no changes in the dependencies of these specifications on the product of other working groups since the previous public release of the function registry.
The changes in the function registry support the changes in the formula and related specifications and, to the extend that those specifications are depended upon by other working group products (such as the internal working draft of the rendering linkbase) the function registry changes support those other working group products.
Care has been taken not to eliminate generally useful functions from the function registry in situations where the direct dependency on those functions by the formula and related specifications has been eliminated in response to feedback on the previous public release.
While the functions in the function registry have been developed using the formula and related specifications to motivate them, they are more broadly useful to those working with XBRL in other ways.  Moreover, the extensibility of the function registry means that as XBRL technical and best practices working groups identify logic that will be useful to encapsulate the function registry will be possible to extend with the addition of new function definitions.
Formal objections
No objections to the function registry (formal or otherwise) have been registered with the FWG.
Requirements
The function registry is not accompanied by a formal requirements document.  This is because it is expected to be expanded over time as new function requirements are identified.  The functions that are currently in the function registry are motivated either by the need to simplify the implied XPath expressions used in the formula and related specifications or by the need to simplify the XPath expressions that users of the formula specifications will find it necessary to include in their own formulae.  In such cases, the motivation for the functions is contained by the specification(s) that use the functions.
As necessary, the function definitions themselves will include explanations of the requirements motivating the functions.  In reviewing the function registry REC, if there are areas where function requirements require additional explanation please raise the need in your feedback on the REC.
Function registry
The XBRL function registry REC is published at:
http://www.xbrl.org/functionregistry/functionregistry.xml
It is supported by style-sheets that enable the example registry and the specific function definitions and their conformance suite tests to be explored in a web browser.

Changes since the previous public release
There have been a number of changes since the previous public release of the function registry.  These are motivated by the feedback on the formula and related specifications.  No specific feedback was received by the FWG on the functions in the function registry, in isolation from those specifications.
The majority of the changes are responses to modifications to the explicit and typed dimension filters, where dimension aspects no longer distinguish between those expressed in the segment and those expressed in the scenario.
In a small number of cases, the error codes required to be thrown when executing functions and receiving incorrect function inputs have been simplified on the basis of developments in the Base Specification Working Group in relationship to the XBRL Dimensions Specification [XDT].
A number of new functions have been added to the function registry to encapsulate common logic required in the XPath expressions used in formulae by formula authors.  These have been motivated by experience with production usage of XBRL formulae.
The conformance suites for the function definitions have been extended and refined on the basis of implementation work by vendors.
Several new functions that are not Proposed Recommendation, but Internal Working Drafts (IWD) were added.  The nature of the function registry is that the index file denotes the status of individual functions, which is where REC and IWD statuses are noted.
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